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High Desert Distillery is fun and friendly but 
still feels classy. The bottles are feminine in 
their colors, but nothing about the design is 
classically “girly.” Packaged in small 350ml 
bottles, these portable liquors are designed 
to be taken around as the life of the party.

Project 1
Self-initiated 

Bottle Project















Danger. Intrigue. The prospect of the open 
road... and looking damn cool. Whatever the 
reason you love motorcycles, the One Moto 
Show is for you. Design elements are block 
printed, hand-drawn, and risograph printed 
to capture the spirit of biker culture.

Project 2
DES 210
Walker Cahall

One Moto Show
Poster







Project 3
DES 225
Philipp ZurmÖhle

Portland is famously known as Stumptown; 
logging makes up a big part of the history 
of Oregon. The design embraces the idea of 
the forest and industry as the origins of the 
city while bringing in the ideals of community, 
building, and sportsmanship. 

Portland 2040 
Olympics
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Project 4
DES 224
Kate Bingaman-Burt

Twin Peaks is a mystery thriller with a touch 
of supernatural set in the beautiful Pacific 
Northwest. Inspired by Saul Bass, the title  
sequence has a similar arc of motion, one 
item turning into the next. The objects have 
significant symbolism, acting as treasures.

Twin Peaks
Title Sequence

Line enters from top frame, filling the coffee cup Pan into coffee until frame is black Eyes blink, name appears, eyes blink again, frame 
is going black.

Faces enter from both sides. Faces converge, the space turns red. Conversion 
continues until whole frame is red. 

Black radiates from bottom of the frame, moving 
upwards and towards the center.

When the black reaches the middle, the color 
change as the shapes continue to radiate. 

Line comes across from left of frame, continuing 
to form two peaks. 

Line comes from left of frame. Blade comes from 
right, cutting up the existing line and type. 

Zigzag shapes come from the top, tick-tacking 
down with the name and titles. 

Continues Fades in and then out into the start of the show, 
Twin Peaks

TWIN PEAKS
Written by 
David Lynch
Mark Frost

Title Sequence by
Macy Eiesland

“TWIN PEAKS THEME” Compo by 
Angelo Badalamenti

Theme music
accompanying



Line enters from top frame, filling the 
coffee cup

Pan into coffee until frame is black Eyes blink, name appears, eyes blink 
again, frame is going black.

Faces enter from both sides.

Faces converge, the space turns red. Black radiates from bottom of the frame, 
moving upwards and towards the center.

When the black reaches middle, color 
changes, shapes continue to radiate. 

Line comes across from left of frame, 
continuing to form two peaks. 

Line comes from left of frame. Blade 
comes from right, cutting up type. 

Zigzag shapes come from the top, 
tick-tacking down with the titles. 

Continues Fades in and then out into the start of 
the show, Twin Peaks



Watch

Line enters from top frame, filling the coffee cup Pan into coffee until frame is black Eyes blink, name appears, eyes blink again, frame 
is going black.

Faces enter from both sides. Faces converge, the space turns red. Conversion 
continues until whole frame is red. 

Black radiates from bottom of the frame, moving 
upwards and towards the center.

When the black reaches the middle, the color 
change as the shapes continue to radiate. 

Line comes across from left of frame, continuing 
to form two peaks. 

Line comes from left of frame. Blade comes from 
right, cutting up the existing line and type. 

Zigzag shapes come from the top, tick-tacking 
down with the name and titles. 

Continues Fades in and then out into the start of the show, 
Twin Peaks

TWIN PEAKS
Written by 
David Lynch
Mark Frost

Title Sequence by
Macy Eiesland

“TWIN PEAKS THEME” Compo by 
Angelo Badalamenti

Theme music
accompanying

https://drive.google.com/file/d/14e0akr50A_rF3_0uvEdS4R3vgGTAnB2A/view


Writing Sample DES 290

Cultural pride is a pillar of the Olympic games. When a city hosts the 
Olympics, there are many benefits such as global recognition, sports-
manship, and stimulus to the local economy. However, the later is not 
always the reality. Historically, almost all Olympic games have left cit-
ies in tremendous debt. For example, the 1976 summer games left   
Montreal with a debt of $1.5 billion, which wasn’t paid off until 2006. 
This economic downfall is primarily due to the cost of building major 
infrastructure on a short timeline, many of these buildings end up being 
poorly made. The games also bring in undesired pollution, congestion, 
and overcrowding. The 1984 Olympics set out to change this pattern 
of failure. Not only were they successful in avoiding debt, but they 
also came out with a financial gain. This success is greatly attributed to 
one woman. The design efforts of Deborah Sussman and the Olympic 
committee resulted in the only financially successful Olympic games. 

Deborah Sussman is an icon for her use of shape and color in the 
built environment. She is best known for bringing the California design    
aesthetic to the world in her design of the 1984 Olympics. Sussman at-
tended the Ulm School in 1958, where she learned from Aicher-Scholl, 
Otl Aicher, and Max Bill. The mission of the Ulm School was to incor-
porate design and industry into our material world. This would be an 
ideal that drove her career, and love for environmental design. She 
coined the term for her eye-catching supergraphics “graphitecture”, 
which Sussman defined as the practice of bringing graphic design into 
the built environment. Sussman’s husband, Paul Prejza — an architect 

— informed the technical sides of her designs. Prejza was instrumental 
in getting Sussman’s work to the Olympics. 

The design budget for the 1984 Olympic games was $10 million. This 
is a tiny budget for the games. Together, Sussman and Prejza built 
up the city of Los Angeles using economic materials such as decorat-
ed chain-link fence and scaffolding. Sussman used paints, cardboard, 
paper and other affordable materials to apply color to the city. These 
pops of color heightened the sense of surface, transforming the city 
overnight. The most notable aspect of the design is the dreamy, pop 
art color scheme that Sussman chose to represent LA. There is a lack of 
classic American red, white, and blue. Instead, pinks, oranges, blues, 
reds, and teals   expressed influence from the areas along the Pacific 
Rim, Mexico, Japan, India, and China. The colors have great signifi-
cance to the communities that make up and impact the culture of Los 
Angeles. 

The 1984 LA Olympics took a bare-bones approach to design, using 
existing infrastructure with colorful graphitecture. They made a fortune, 
setting a new example of success. The design efforts of Deborah Suss-
man and the Olympic design committee resulted in financial success 
as well as stands testament to the notion that you don’t need a large 
budget for good design. Sussman’s daring design represented the 
freedom from tradition that the Golden State stands for, bringing the 
California design aesthetic to a global scale.



Project 5
DES 290
Briar Levit

Bright colors, shapes, and working with 
cheap materials were what made me fall 
in love with design. These are all traits of      
Deborah Sussman’s work. 1984 is a research   
project on Sussman’s colorful world that she 
created for the 1984 Olympic games. 

1984 Publication



Deborah Sussman’s Technicolor 
Designs and The Only Financially 

Successful Olympic Games 

Read

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1-xIybquzsAaXj7YUTuvqsBFZxCAwVvc4/view?usp=sharing


Project 6
Self-initiated 

Hotel Saguaro is a hotel in Prescott AZ. 
The space is light and calming, as well as 
still masculine. A cool spot in the desert to         
unwind. Inspired by the work at OMFGCO, 
I’m interested in building out a brand to the      
extent of how the physical space is designed. 

Hotel Saguaro 
Branding and 
Spacial Design











Thoughtfully designed accommodations in beautiful Prescott Arizona.
Find your escape.
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Album ProcessMaggie Rogers Research

Maggie Rogers



Album ProcessConcept Moodboards

Folk Art LandscapePop Cowgirl



Album ProcessStyle Moodboards

Art Nouveau Glow Hand Drawn

In addition to concept mood-
boards, I made a second set of 
moodboards to figure out the 

style that I wanted my album.



Album ProcessSketches



Album ProcessSketches



Album ProcessDigital Sketches: Folk Art



Album ProcessDigital Sketches: Glow Landscape



Album ProcessDigital Sketches: Pop Cowgirl



Album ProcessPop Cowgirl Color Exploration



Album ProcessRefined Direction

I decided to take an embroidery 
approach. I combined elements 
from two of my directions, using 
the boot stitching for the front of 
the album, and stitching horses 

for other campaign elements.



Album ProcessType Pairing

Helvetica Neue
Thin

Akzidenz-Grotesk Next 
Light

Arquitecta
Light

Sporting Grotesque
Regular 

Edita
Book

Clearface T. 
Normal



Album ProcessCover Iterations



Album ProcessVersion I



Album ProcessVersion II



Album ProcessVersion III



Album ProcessExpanding for Portfolio

After completeing this project 
in 224, I felt that the vectorized 
“stitching” looked too stagnet. 
For portfolio I improved on this 
project by physically embroider-
ing and scanned in all the stiched 

elements for realistic look.



Album ProcessConstruction

I wanted to actually construct   
my album, so I could take real 
photos. I printed it all out and 
pasted the cover onto an exist-

ing album. 



Maggie Rogers 
Album Design

Surrounding the idea ‘Pop Cowgirl’, Maggie 
Rogers’ debut album ‘Heard It in A Past Life’ 
utilizes color and grain to represent sound. 
While pop is clearly represented, there are 
also softer elements such as stitching and      
handwriting that honor the fusion with folk. 

Project 7
DES 224
Kate Bingaman-Burt









Thank You!


